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Abstract: New designs for Hybrid latch flip-flip (HLFF) and implicit-pulsed data-close-to-output (ip-DCO) flip-
flop circuits are proposed to improve the redundant switching activity, speed and power as these flip-flop
circuits are basic building blocks of many timing elements. This paper evaluates and compares the performance
of various flip-flop circuits which can reduce the effect of redundant switching activities and glitches. The
performance of the various flip-flop circuits based on TSMC 0.18 m process models in the entire range of the
supply voltage starting from 0.9V to 1.8V is evaluated by the comparison of the simulation results obtained from
HSPICE.The Simulation results reveal that the proposed circuit exhibit better switching activity and is more
power efficient and faster when compared with best available flip-flop circuits in the literature. New proposed
flip-flop circuits of HLFF and ip-DCOFF have an improvement of 15% and 24% in PDP as well as 16% and 25%
in EDP respectively.

Key words: Timing element Flip-flop Switching activity Low power High speed Very large scale
integration (VLSI)

INTRODUCTION The timing elements consume roughly 45% of the

Power consumption and signal delay are crucial to used component in timing elements and, therefore, careful
the design of high-performance very large scale design and analysis is required for these units to obtain
integration (VLSI) circuits. Power is one of the premium optimum performance.
resources for industry. So, a designer tries to save power, Flip-flop circuits are basically classified into two
when designing a system. Increase in power consumption categories: master-slave flip-flop [6] and pulse-triggered
in the digital VLSI circuits is due to raise in flip flop. This classification is based on use in
interconnection of timing elements (flip-flop and latches), microprocessor. A master-slave D flip-flop is formed by
number of pipeline stages in the processor and constant connecting two gated D latches in series and inverting the
frequency scaling [1-4]. Due to this the contribution of the enable input to one of them. It is called master-slave
clocking subsystem to the total power budget reaches because the second latch in the series only changes in
30%-55% [5].As a result, the power consumption of the response to a change in the first (master) latch. Example of
processors reaches in the range of tens to hundreds of master-slave flip-flop is push-pull D type flip-flop (DFF)
watts where heat removal issues become critical. so [7]. These flip-flops are hard edged flip-flops, having
reduction in the power consumption by timing elements positive setup time and large D-to-Q delay. The term
will have a deep impact on the total power consumed. pulse-triggered means that data are entered on the
Therefore, tradeoff is made between low-power rising edge of the clock pulse, but the output doesn't
consumption and clocking strategies for high- reflect the change until the falling edge of the clock pulse.
performance of complex digital VLSI circuits. A helpful These flip-flops reduce the number of stages, logic
survey for clear understanding of different flip-flops can complexity and are characterized by low D-to-Q delays.
be found in the literature of [1-14]. Pulse-triggered flip-flops are characterized by negative

total power of the system. Flip-flops are an extensively
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set-up time. Due to these timing issues, pulse- triggered output when the input is stable. This precharging and
flip-flops are commonly used flip-flop as a timing element, discharging produces redundant switching activity.
when high performance is the main criterion. Reducing this redundant switching activity has a

Based on the pulse generator use, pulse-triggered profound effect in reducing the power dissipation and in
flip-flops are classified into two categories: implicit the literature, many techniques were presented for this
pulse-triggered flip-flops [8-10] and explicit pulse- purpose.
triggered flip-flops [11]. When the pulse is generated
externally, for example in explicit-pulsed data-close-to- Conditional Precharge Technique: In this technique,
output (ep-DCO), then pulse triggered flip-flop is known when D-input is at logic ‘1’ for long duration, the
as explicit-pulse triggered flip-flop. Whereas, in precharging of internal nodes is avoided. One PMOS
implicit-pulse triggered flip-flops, the pulse is generated transistor is placed in the precharging path to prevent the
internally, for example, hybrid latch flip-flop (HLFF) [12] redundant switching activity of internal node X when the
and implicit-pulsed data-close-to-output flip-flop (ip-DCO) data input (D-input) is at logic ‘1’. Function of this PMOS
[13]. transistor is control by the control signal (D-input or Q

Since dynamic structure of the flip-flop is helpful for output as per control logic requirement) at the gate
high speed. This dynamic behavior causes lot of power terminal of the PMOS transistor. The various examples of
consumption due to extreme switching activity, especially conditional precharge techniques are CPFF [13], DE-CPFF
in medium or low data activity rate. So it is important to [14-19] and CP-SAFF [20, 21].
reduce this switching activity so that total power
dissipation of circuit can be reduced. Keeping this idea in Conditional Capture Technique: This technique works
mind, several techniques were proposed in the literature according to the clock-gating method and it is mainly
viz. conditional precharge technique, conditional capture used in implicit pulse triggered flip-flop. Conditional
technique and conditional discharge technique. capture flip-flop (CCFF), [22-24] is based on this

This paper reviews these techniques with some technique. This type of Flip-flops has a special feature of
associated flip-flops. Proposed flip-flop circuit is designed transparent window period. Transparent window period
using conditionaldischarge technique on implicit-pulse samples the input data D. An implicit pulse generator is
triggered flip-flops like HLFF and ip-DCO. This is used to generate this transparent window. Transparent
accomplished by careful design of keeper elements and window period is the time when both clocked transistors
introducing the feedback path to suppress unnecessary in stage one are simultaneously on. When data input is at
transitions in the circuit. Proposed design overcomes the logic ‘1’, the output Q will be at logic ‘1’. For preventing
problem of the glitch at the output and reduces the the redundant switching activities of the internal node X
power consumption and delay of the circuit resulting in This HIGH output state can be used to close the
total Power-Delay-Product improvement. Proposed transparent window until it is at logic ‘1’,. In this
flip-flop circuits have lower switching activity, high speed technique, a Q-controlled gate is placed on the path of the
and less power consumption. delayed clock to the stage one. The clock-gating method

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section in conditional capture technique consumes more power
II describes the survey of different previously published by gate controlling the delivery of the delayed clock to
techniques used to reduce the switching activity [14-26] the flip-flop. So, conditional precharge technique is better
inside flip-flops. Section III describes the explicit and than conditional capture flip-flop in reducing the flip-flop
implicit pulse triggered flip-flops and Section IV describes EDP.
the new proposed HLFF and ip-DCO. Section V presents
the comparison of various flip-flops and simulation Conditional Discharge Technique: The basic difference
results. Section VI, finally conclude this whole paper. between the conditional precharge technique and

Techniques for Reducing Redundant Switching Activity circuitry is placed between first stage clock transistor and
in Flip-Flops: Flip-flops presented in this paper are ground instead of placing it in the precharging path.
dynamic or semi-dynamic in nature and some internal The generalized circuit diagram for conditional discharge
nodes of the flip-flop are precharged and discharged in technique is shown in Fig. 1. Conditional discharge
each cycle without producing any useful activity at the flip-flop (CDFF) [25-26] is shown in Fig. 2. Pulse generator

conditional discharge technique is that the control signal
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Fig. 1: Conditional Discharge Technique

Fig. 2(a): Clock circuit of CDFF

Fig. 2. (b): Conditional Discharge Flip-Flop (CDFF)

circuit reported in [11] is used in CDFF for double edge
sampling. CDFF consist of two stages responsible for
capturing the LOW-to-HIGH and HIGH-to-LOW
transition. It is difficult to use a conditional precharge
technique in designing a double-edge triggered flip-flop
because it needs a greater number of transistors. But,
condi-tional discharge technique can be used in both
single-edge triggered flip-flops and double-edge triggered
flip-flops.

Conditional discharge techniques provide a path of
discharging such that switching activity at internal node
reduces.

Fig. 3: Single edge triggered ep-DCO Flip-Flop

Fig. 4: Reported HLFF Circuit

Explicit and Implicit-Pulse Triggered Flip-Flops:
In explicit pulse triggered flip-flop (ep-FF), the pulse is
generated externally. An ip-FF is more power efficient
than the ep-FF because the pulse is generated internally
in ip-FF. Moreover, ep-FF is more suitable for
double-edge triggered flip-flop. An explicit-pulsed
data-close-to-output flip-flop (ep-DCO) [13] is an explicit
pulse-triggered flip-flop and it is considered one of the
highest speed flip-flops due to its semi-dynamic structure
is shown in Fig. 3.

The examples of implicit-pulse triggered flip-flops
(ip-FF) are Hybrid latch Flip-Flop (HLFF)[12] and
Implicit-pulsed data-close-to-output Flip-Flop (ip-DCO)
[13]. The circuits of HLFF and ip-DCO Flip-Flops is shown
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively.

HLFF is the fastest architecture of ip-FF. it’s power
delay product is very small. HLFF follows the soft-edge
property. This is main advantage for HLFF. But, the main
limitation of HLFF is positive hold time. It’s power
consumption is equivalent to the static circuits. HLFF is
not suitable for low power applications.
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Fig. 5: Reported ip-DCO Fig. 7: Proposed ip-DCO

Fig. 6: Proposed HLFF Initially, Q and Qb were in logic ‘0’ and logic ‘1’ state

An ip-DCO is suitable where power consumption is is discharged due to enable the discharging path. As a
not an important issue. It is semidynamic in nature. It is result, the output Q will be charged to HIGH through P3
the fastest flip-flop as compared to other implicit-pulsed in the second stage. Stage two is accountable for
semidynamic flip-flops. This flip-flop provides least EDP capturing the HIGH-to-LOW input transition. If the data
as compared to other implicit-pulsed semidynamic input D was at logic ‘0’, then stage one is disabled and
flip-flops. intermediate node X will be precharged through P1. But

the discharging path in second stage will be enabled
Proposed Flip-flop Circuits: In this paper, we proposed through N6, allowing the output Q to Logic ‘0’. The
the modified design of HLFF and ip-DCO. It utilizes proposed ip-DCOFF circuit is shown in Fig. 7.
conditional discharge technique to reduce circuit's This Proposed ip-DCO reduces the redundant
switching activity at intermediate nodes, power switching power. For fulfilling this purpose we placed a
consumption and eliminate the glitch at the output. New discharge control transistor N4 at the discharging path of
design also proposes conditional keeper structure that stage one. When Qb is at logic ‘1’, Q is at logic ‘0’ and
avoids clash at the output, saving the power consumed intermediate node X is at logic ‘1’ state, discharging path
and reducing the delay in the critical path. The proposed is turn on through N4. if data input goes from ‘0’ to ‘1’
HLFF circuit is shown in Fig. 6. transition and clock also goes ‘0’ to ‘1’ transition, N1, N2,

This Modified HLFF reduces the redundant N3 and N4 switch on, internal node X discharges and Q
switching power consumption.For fulfilling this purpose, will be HIGH so Qb will be LOW and N4 goes to OFF.
we placed a discharge control transistor N4 at the During this transition, X discharges only one time. So the
discharging path of stage one. When Qb is at logic ‘1’, Q switching activity at internal node X decreases and thus
is at logic ‘0’ and intermediate node X is at logic ‘1’ state, power consumption and delay decrease.

discharging path is turn on through N4. if data input goes
from ‘0’ to ‘1’ transition and clock also goes ‘0’ to ‘1’
transition, N1, N2, N3 and N4 switch on, internal node X
discharges and Q will be HIGH so Qb will be LOW and N5
goes to OFF. During this transition, X discharges only
one time. so the switching activity at internal node X
decreases and thus delay decreases.

In Modified proposed ip-DCO circuit, Transparency
window represents the, propagation time of three
inverters in serial order. This flip-flop has two stages. First
stage normally works for LOW-to-HIGH transition.

respectively. If input D is at logic ‘1’, the internal node X
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RESULT

The transient analysis of the circuits was performed
on HSPICE simulations at a Power Supply voltage ranging
0.9V-1.8V using TSMC 0.18 m CMOS technology at room
temperature. A constant output load is used for power
and delay measurements. The simulation test bench used
is shown in Fig. 8. Here, Input D with 16-cycle Fig. 8: Simulation Test Bench
pseudorandom input data with data activity 37.5% is used
for comparison of various Flip-Flops. For single-edge
triggered flip-flops, a clock frequency of 250 MHz is used,
whereas a 125MHz frequency is used for double-edge
triggered flip-flops.

The EDP vs D-to-Q Delay of CDFF and EP-DCO flip-
flops are shown in Fig. 9 (a) while in Fig. 9 (b) plots the
PDP as a function of D-to-Q Delay. These plots indicate
that CDFF has lowest EDP and PDP as compared to EP-
DCO Flip-Flop. Here, CDFF shows 38.5% improvement in
EDP as compared to EP-DCO. This is due to the
redundant switching in EP-DCO. In VLSI technology, Fig. 9 (a): Comparative study of EDP with respect to
normally delay mainly depends on the parasitic D-to-Q Delay for CDFF and EP-DCO
capacitance, internal gate capacitance and wiring
capacitance.

The snapshots of the waveforms for Reported and
proposed HLFF are shown in Fig. 10 (a) and Fig 10 (b)
respectively. Similarly, the snapshots of the waveforms
for Reported ip-DCO and proposed ip-DCO is shown in
Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(b) respectively. These waveforms
show that proposed output is glitch-free, when the input
‘D’ is at high state as well as the switching activity at
intermediate node ‘X’ decreases in both proposed Fig. 9(b): Comparative study of PDP with respect to
design. D-to-Q Delay for CDFF and EP-DCO

The comparative performance for various flip-flop
circuits classified in previous sections at V = 1.8V is The power consumption is measured with the sameDD

given in Table I. The delay is measured between the time input settings as for the D-to-Q delay measurement. The
when the changing D-input reaches its 50% voltage level simulation results of the average power consumption
to the time when the resulting Q-output reaches its 50% shown in Fig. 12(b) and 13(b). Subsequently, the average
voltage level for both rise and fall output transitions. The dynamic power of proposed circuits is lower than the
worst case delay is the largest D-to-Q delay. For D-to-Q reported circuits. In view of the power consumption,
Delay point of view, proposed HLFF has least delay proposed ip-DCO consumes the least since redundant
because of following soft-edge property and also have a switching activity at internal node ‘X’ is also reduces.
dual path, which provide better driving capability to Energy delay product (EDP) is equal to the product
achieve small delay. From Fig 12 and Fig.13, it has been of worst case D-to-Q delay and PDP. Proposed HLFF has
reveal that the proposed circuits give the better least EDP. Proposed ip-DCO and HLFF also shows lower
performance than the reported circuits in term of worst PDP and EDP as compared to reported ip-DCO and HLFF.
case delay D-to-Q delay. The result reveals that the new designs of the improved

Graphical comparison of the worst case delay, power HLFF and ip-DCO circuits show the better performance
consumption, PDP and EDP of all designs at the lowest than the reported circuits, so proposed HLFF is providing
supply voltage of 0.9V of reported and proposed circuits 15% improvement in PDP as compared to Reported HLFF.
are shown in Fig. 12 and Fig.13. This improvement is due to the reduction of internal
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Fig. 10 (a): Input, Intermediate node and Output waveform for Reported HLFF

Fig. 10 (b): Input, Intermediate node and Output waveform for Proposed HLFF

Fig. 11 (a): Input, Intermediate node and Output waveform for Reported ip-DCO
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Fig. 11 (b): Input, Intermediate node and Output waveform for Proposed ip-DCO

Fig. 12: Comparative Performance of Reported HLFF, Proposed HLFF, Reported ip-DCO and Proposed ip-DCO

Fig. 13: Comparative Performance of Reported ip-DCO and Proposed ip-DCO

Table 1: Comparative characteristics of various flip-flops in terms of D-to-Q Delay, Power Consumption and Power Delay Product at VDD= 1.8V.
Flip-flops No. of Tr. No. ofclocked Tr. D-to-Q delay (ns) Power (µW) PDP (fJ) EDP (fJ*ns)
CDFF 28 15 0.816 199.10 162.61 132.80
EP-DCO 26 15 0.811 327.77 266.05 215.96
HLFF 20 11 0.629 197.76 124.39 78.242
Proposed HLFF 23 12 0.623 168.64 105.06 65.454
ip-DCO 23 10 0.655 210.76 138.05 90.421
Proposedip-DCO 24 10 0.645 161.92 104.43 67.358

switching at node X. In proposed ip-DCOFF, there is an reduction of switching activity at internal node X.
improvement of 16% in PDP with respect to old ip-DCOFF. and also increases speed. The glitches at the
These proposed flip-flops are giving better performance output, due to race condition in reported ip-DCO is
in EDP also. also reduces in this proposed circuit so, proposed

Normally, ip-DCO is semi dynamic flip-flops. ip-DCO can also be used in low voltage
When power is not an important issue, ip-DCOFF is environment. However, it is important to consider the
used for high speed applications. But, proposed threshold voltage scaling for controlling the leakage
ip-DCOFF consumes less amount of power due to power.
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HLFF is normally a high speed circuit, but, it uses 8. Stojanovic, V. and V. Oklobdzija, 1999. “Comparative
keeper circuit to hold the value. In order to change the
state of HLFF, there is a requirement of more power for
operating keeper circuit, which increases power
consumption. These limitations can tradeoff up to some
extent by using proposed HLFF, so that use of HLFF in
low power applications is possible up to threshold
voltage value.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a new design for
HLFF and ip-DCO flip-flop circuits. The Proposed design
based on reduction in switching activity at internal node.
The performances of these circuits have been evaluated
by HSPICE using a TSMC 0.18 m CMOS technology.
Based on the simulation results, it has been culminated
that the new proposed flip-flop circuits of HLFF and
ip-DCOFF have an improvement of 15% and 24% in PDP
as well as 16% and 25% in EDP respectively. So these new
designs are best in low switching activity, good output
signal levels (glitches free output), consume less power,
have high speed compared to the previous designs at low
supply voltage and also suitable for timing circuits and
other VLSI applications.
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